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Using the Logistic Map to
Generate Scratching Sounds
Yasushi Miki
This article presents a mathematical model for generating
annoying scratching sounds. Such sounds are generated by
frictional motion and have been attributed to the chaotic nature
of the frequency spectrum thereby produced. The proposed
model is based on the logistic map and is modified to have the
stick-slip property of a frictional vibration. The resulting sound is
similar to that generated by scratching a chalkboard or glass
plate with the fingernails.

‡ 1. Introduction
Recent research on annoying sounds generated by, for example, scratching on a chalkboard with fingernails has been presented from the viewpoint of psychoacoustics [1, 2].
We have previously examined those sounds from a physical standpoint. In the present article, however, we propose a mathematical model for generating a scratching sound. Such a
sound can be generated from the stick-slip motion of a frictional system, and it is shown
here that this mechanism is closely related to the logistic map. Since the logistic map provides only a periodic slip action, an additional property has to be introduced to produce a
stick-slip action similar to bowing a stringed instrument.

‡ 2. Scratching-Sound Generator
· 2.1. Frictional Motion and the Logistic Map
Particle motion in one dimension under the influence of periodic impulsive forces was described in [3]. The logistic map shown below was derived from the strong-damping limit
of the system
xn+1 = 4 l xn H1 - xn L,

(1)

where the parameter l, 0 § l § 1, determines the range of xn .
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· 2.2. Chaotic Behavior of the Logistic Map
The logistic map is a classic example of chaotic behavior, and it is found to be strongly related to frictional vibration. The sound generated by the logistic map, with the parameter l
in equation (1) varying from 0.75 to 1, is considered in [4].
logistic@n_IntegerD :=
Module@8f, t, x<,
f = Compile@8x, t<, Evaluate@H3 + t ê nL x H1 - xLDD;
FoldList@f, 0.223, Range@nDDD;
ListPlay@logistic@8000D, SampleRate Ø 2000D

Ú Figure 1. Original sound. Sample rate: 2 kHz; 0.75 § l § 1.0.

This following slight modification of the program has a frequency spectrum similar to a
scratching sound.
logistic@n_IntegerD :=
Module@8f, t, x<,
f = Compile@8x, t<, Evaluate@H3.6 + t ê n ê 5L * x * H1 - xLDD;
FoldList@f, 0.2, Range@nDDD
ListPlay@logistic@32 000D, SampleRate Ø 16 000D

Ú Figure 2. High sample-rate sound. Sample rate: 16 kHz; 0.9 § l § 0.95.

One of the major modifications is that the sample rate is increased to 16 kHz. An annoying chilling reaction appears to coincide with the logistic system entering or leaving a
chaotic phase.
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· 2.3. Representation of Stick-Slip Motion
The scratching model described above is a periodic slip model. Frictional motions in
general are described as stick-slip phenomena. One of the most beautiful sounds to many
people is that produced by bowing a violin or other stringed instrument. On the other
hand, the sound produced by scratching a chalkboard with the fingernails is usually
considered highly annoying. In both cases, however, the mechanism for producing sounds
is the same, that is, the stick-slip phenomenon of a frictional system. This consists of a
repetition of a stick stage and a slip stage. Figure 3 shows the sound for the actual stickslip motion of a bowed string. Periodic motions are observed, with each period showing a
steep rising motion followed by an interval of decrease. The former corresponds to the
slip stage, the motion of short duration. The latter corresponds to the stick stage, where
the string moves at a constant speed along with the bow and continues until the slip occurs.
To import the stick-slip property into the logistic model, we introduce the following rules:
(a) If xn+1 ¥ xn , in equation (1), transition occurs immediately. This is the slip motion.
(b) If xn+1 < xn , the value of x within ( xn+1 , xn ) decreases linearly at a constant speed Dx.
This is the stick motion, and the value Dx determines the speed of the bow.
Thus we obtain the following modified logistic map representing the stick-slip
phenomenon.
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Ú Figure 3. Waveform of the bowed string. Sampling frequency: 50 kHz. Number of points: 500.
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· 2.4. The Scratching-Sound Generator
The flow chart of the new logistic model discussed above is shown in Figure 4. The left
branch describes the stick stage and the right branch describes the slip stage. The velocity
parameter Dx gives the bowing speed.

Ú Figure 4. Flow chart of the modified logistic model.

Here we show the behavior of the modified logistic model. The value l gives the height of
the parabola and can be varied from 0.5 to 1, while x0 is the initial value of x.
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First we define the logistic function f.
f@l_, x_D := 4 l x H1 - xL
ManipulateA
ModuleA8rect, taikaku, lineTable2, para, n, u, m, v,
i, uu, u1, max, lineTable, lineTable2b, lineTable2c<,
rect = Line@880, 0<, 80, 1<, 81, 1<, 81, 0<, 80, 0<<D;
taikaku = Line@880, 0<, 81, 1<<D;
lineTable2 = 8<;
para = Line@Table@8p = Hi - 1L ê 100, logis@l, pD<,
8i, 101<DD;
n = 100; u = Table@0, 8n<D; m = 0;
v = x0 ; u@@1DD = v;
For@i = 2, i § n,
uu = logis@l, vD; lineTable2 = Join@lineTable2, 8uu<D;
m += 1;
While@Huu < v - DxL && Hi <= nL, v -= Dx; u@@iDD = v; i ++D;
v = uu; If@i <= n, u@@iDD = vD; i ++D;
v = u1 = Flatten@Transpose@8u, u<DD;
u1 = Take@Join@u1, 80<D, - Length@vDD;
max = Min@Length@vD, 2 * nD;
lineTable = Table@Take@Transpose@8v, u1<D, 81, i + 1<D,
8i, max - 2<D;
lineTable2 = Take@lineTable2, Length@lineTable2D - 1D;
lineTable2 = Flatten@Transpose@8lineTable2, lineTable2<DD;
lineTable2b = lineTable2;
lineTable2 = PadRight@lineTable2, Length@lineTable2D - 1D;
lineTable2b = PadLeft@lineTable2b, Length@lineTable2bD - 1D;
lineTable2c = Transpose@8lineTable2, lineTable2b<D;
GraphicsGridA
99GraphicsA8Thickness@.001D, RGBColor@.5, .8, .6D,
Line@lineTable2cD, Thickness@.005D,
RGBColor@.6, 0, .3D, Line@lineTable@@nDDD,
Thickness@.002D, GrayLevel@0D, rect, taikaku, para<,
AspectRatio Ø 1, Axes Ø True,
PlotRange Ø 880, 1<, 80, 1<<,
AxesLabel Ø 9Style@"x", ItalicDStyle@"n",ItalicD ,
Style@"x", ItalicDRow@8Style@"n",ItalicD,"+1"<D =E,
ListPlotAu, Joined Ø True, PlotRange Ø 880, 100<, 80, 1<<,
PlotStyle Ø 8Thickness@.005D, RGBColor@0, .6, .3D<,
AspectRatio Ø 1,
AxesLabel Ø
9t, Style@"x", ItalicDRow@8Style@"n",ItalicD,"+1"<D =E==E
E, 88l, .5, Text ü "l"<, .25, 1, .01,
Appearance Ø "Labeled"<,
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Appearance Ø "Labeled"<,
88x0 , .1, Text ü Style@"x0 ", ItalicD<, 0, 1,
Appearance Ø "Labeled"<,
88Dx, .05, Text ü Row@8"D", Style@"x", ItalicD<D<, 0,
.5, Appearance Ø "Labeled"<,
SaveDefinitions Ø True, TrackedSymbols ß 8l, x0 , Dx<E
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Ú Figure 5. Modified logistic map (left) and the generated waveform (right). l: the height of the
parabola. x0 : the initial value. Dx: the decreasing speed.
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· 2.5. Examples of Scratching Sound
ü Linearly Modulated Model
The value l is modulated linearly between 0.9 and 0.95.
Module@8n = 88 200, l0 = .9, Dx = .08, u, v, i, l, x, uu<,
u = Table@0, 8n<D;
v = logis@l0, .2D;
u@@1DD = v;
For@i = 2, i § n,
l = l0 + i ê 20 ê n; uu = logis@l, vD;
While@Huu < v - DxL && Hi <= nL, v -= Dx; u@@iDD = v; i ++D;
v = uu; If@i <= n, u@@iDD = vD; i ++D;
Column@8
Text ü Row@8"final value of l = ", l, "\n"<D,
ListPlay@u, SampleRate Ø 44 100, PlayRange Ø AllD
<, Alignment Ø "Center"D
D

final value of l = 0.95

Ú Figure 6. Sound generated with the modified logistic model. Sample rate: 44.1 kHz. l: linearly
driven from 0.9 to 0.95; Dx = 0.08.
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ü Sinusoidally Modulated Model
The value l is modulated sinusoidally between 0.901 and 0.911.
Module@8n = 44 100, u, l0 = .906, Dx = .08, lmax, lmin, v,
i, uu<,
u = Table@0, 8n<D;
lmax = l0; lmin = l0;
v = logis@l0, .2D; u@@1DD = v;
For@i = 2, i § n,
l = l0 + Sin@2 Pi i ê 10 000D ê 200; uu = logis@l, vD;
While@Huu < v - DxL && Hi <= nL, v -= Dx; u@@iDD = v; i ++D;
If@lmax < l, lmax = lD;
If@lmin > l, lmin = lD;
v = uu; If@i <= n, u@@iDD = vD; i ++D;
Column@8
Text ü Row@8"l""min" , " = ", lmin, ", ", "l""max" , " = ",
lmax, "\n"<D,
ListPlay@u, SampleRate Ø 44 100, PlayRange Ø AllD
<, Alignment Ø Center
D
D

lmin = 0.901, lmax = 0.911

Ú Figure 7. Sound generated with the modified logistic model. Sample rate: 44.1 kHz. l: sinusoidally
driven. Dx = 0.08.
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ü Randomly Modulated Model
The value l is modulated with a lowpass-filtered random noise.
Module@8n = 44 100, rnd, y, u, l0 = .906, Dx = .08, lmax,
v, i, uu<,
rnd = ExponentialMovingAverage@
ExponentialMovingAverage@
Table@RandomReal@8- 1, 1<D, 82 n<D, 1 ê 2000.D, 1 ê 2000D;
y = Take@rnd, 8n + 1, 2 n<D; u = Table@0, 8n<D;
lmax = l0; lmin = l0; v = logis@l0, .2D; u@@1DD = v;
For@i = 1, i § n,
l = l0 + y@@iDD; uu = logis@l, vD;
While@Huu < v - DxL && Hi <= nL, v -= Dx; u@@iDD = v; i ++D;
If@lmax < l, lmax = lD;
If@lmin > l, lmin = lD;
v = uu; If@i <= n, u@@iDD = vD; i ++D;
Column@8
ListPlot@y, Joined Ø True, AspectRatio Ø .2,
PlotLabel Ø Style@"Random noise"D,
ImageSize Ø 8400, 100<D,
Text ü Row@8"l""min" , " = ", lmin, ", ", "l""max" , " = ",
lmax, "\n"<D,
ListPlay@u, SampleRate Ø 44 100D
<, Alignment Ø CenterD
D
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Ú Figure 8. Sound generated with the modified logistic model. Sample rate: 44.1 kHz. l: randomly
driven. Dx = 0.08.
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‡ 3. Discussion
Scratching sounds often produce a strongly uncomfortable sensation, but what causes this
feeling remains to be understood. This article does not intend to answer this question, but
instead presents models to produce such sounds. As described above, scratching sounds
are strongly related to chaos, but chaos in a steady state does not necessarily cause an unpleasant reaction. It might be conjectured that entering or leaving a chaotic domain might
be the main factor in this psychoacoustic phenomenon.
Figure 2 from section 2.2 gives the sound generated by the logistic map with l varied
from 0.9 to 0.95 at a sample rate of 16 kHz. Figure 9 shows the bifurcation diagram and
the corresponding Lyapunov exponents [5]. If the Lyapunov exponent is positive, the system is chaotic; if it is negative, the system becomes stable and converges to a periodically
stable state. It is found that stable states appear intermittently in the midst of the chaotic
domain.
Module@8lmin = .9, lmax = .95, rng, n = 4000, pts = 8000,
logisticMapOrbitCF, lyapListCF<,
rng = 8lmin, lmax<;
logisticMapOrbitCF =
Compile@88l, _Real<, 8n, _Integer<<,
8l, Ò< & êü Take@NestList@4. l Ò H1. - ÒL &, l, nD, - 24DD;
lyapListCF = Compile@88l, _Real<, 8n, _Integer<<,
Mean@HLog@Abs@4. l H1. - 2 ÒLDD & êü
NestList@4. l Ò H1. - ÒL &, l, nDLDD;
Column@8
ListPlot@Flatten@logisticMapOrbitCF@Ò, nD & êü
Range@lmin, lmax, .1 ê ptsD, 1D,
PlotStyle Ø 8RGBColor@.25, .43, .82DH*GrayLevel@0D*L,
PointSize@.002D<,
PlotLabel Ø Style@"Bifurcation Diagram", 14D,
PlotRange Ø 8rng, 80, 1<<, AxesOrigin Ø 8lmin, Automatic<,
AxesStyle Ø 88Thickness@.002D, Directive@14D<,
8Thickness@.002D, Directive@14D<<,
ImageSize Ø 8400, 300<, ImagePadding Ø 8824, 12<, 820, 6<<,
AspectRatio Ø .65D,
ListPlot@8Ò, lyapListCF@Ò, nD< & êü
Range@lmin, lmax, .09 ê ptsD,
PlotLabel Ø Style@"Lyapunov Exponent", 14D,
Joined Ø True,
PlotStyle Ø 8RGBColor@.5, 0, 0DH*GrayLevel@0D*L,
Thickness@.004D<, PlotRange Ø 8rng, 8- 1, .5<<,
AxesOrigin Ø 8lmin, 0<,
AxesStyle Ø 88Thickness@.002D, Directive@14D<,
8Thickness@.002D, Directive@14D<<,
Ticks Ø 8Automatic, 8- 1, - .5, 0, .5<<,
ImageSize Ø 8400, 100<, ImagePadding Ø 8824, 12<, 812, 0<<,
AspectRatio Ø .2D
<D
D
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Ú Figure 9. The bifurcation diagram and the corresponding Lyapunov exponents [5].
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Figure 10 shows the sound with the value l set to 0.9, which sounds like stationary random noise, and the chilling reaction is less than that of the sound in Figure 2. This result
implies that chaos itself does not necessarily cause chills, but rather that chills are due to
the transition in and out of chaos.
Module@8n = 44 100, l0 = .9, Dx = .08<,
u = Table@0, 8n<D;
v = logis@l0, .2D; u@@1DD = v;
For@i = 2, i § n,
l = l0 ; uu = logis@l, vD; H* l is set to l0. *L
While@Huu < v - DxL && Hi <= nL, v -= Dx; u@@iDD = v; i ++D;
v = uu; If@i <= n, u@@iDD = vD; i ++D;
ListPlay@u, SampleRate Ø 44 100, PlayRange Ø AllD
D

Ú Figure 10. Sound generated with the value l fixed to 0.9.

Figure 6 is the sound generated by the proposed stick-slip model with l varied from 0.9 to
0.95 at a sample rate of 44.1 kHz and with the additional parameter Dx set to 0.08. The
sound spectrum does not differ much from that of the sound in Figure 2, but this model allows for control of pitch frequency. The sound examples (Figures 6, 7, 8) are generated
with various types of parameter modulations: linear, sinusoidal, and random, respectively.
Each modulation range is determined to include at least one Lyapunov dip as shown in Figure 9.
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‡ 4. Summary
It was shown that a mathematical model based on the logistic map produces such sounds
as are generated by scratching a chalkboard or glass plate with fingernails. This model exhibits chaotic properties, and unpleasant chilling reactions are found to be strongly related
to chaotic behavior, particularly the behavior of entering or leaving chaos. The modified logistic model was presented; it possesses the stick-slip property of the frictional motions.
However, a psychoacoustic explanation of reactions to such sounds still remains to be
understood.
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